Paired measurements of cochlear function and hair cell count in Dutch-belted rabbits with noise-induced hearing loss.
The effects of noise-induced hearing loss have yet to be studied for the Dutch-belted strain of rabbits, which is the only strain that has been used in studies of the central auditory system. We measured auditory brainstem responses (ABRs), 2f1-f2 distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs), and counts of cochlear inner and outer hair cells (IHCs and OHCs, respectively) from confocal images of Myo7a-stained cochlear whole-mounts in unexposed and noise-overexposed, Dutch-belted, male and female rabbits in order to characterize cochlear function and structure under normal-hearing and hearing-loss conditions. Using an octave-band noise exposure centered at 750 Hz presented under isoflurane anesthesia, we found that a sound level of 133 dB SPL for 60 min was minimally sufficient to produce permanent ABR threshold shifts. Overexposure durations of 60 and 90 min caused median click-evoked ABR threshold shifts of 10 and 50 dB, respectively. Susceptibility to overexposure was highly variable across ears, but less variable across test frequencies within the same ear. ABR and DPOAE threshold shifts were smaller, on average, and more variable in male than female ears. Similarly, post-exposure survival of OHCs was higher, on average, and more variable in male than female ears. We paired post-exposure ABR and DPOAE threshold shift data with hair cell count data measured in the same ear at the same frequency and cochlear frequency location. ABR and DPOAE threshold shifts exhibited critical values of 46 and 18 dB, respectively, below which the majority of OHCs and IHCs survived and above which OHCs were wiped out while IHC survival was variable. Our data may be of use to researchers who wish to use Dutch-belted rabbits as a model for the effects of noise-induced hearing loss on the central auditory system.